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Line-up

Completed

Occitaniennne, the last love of Chateaubriand
Director: Jean Périssé
Cast: Bernard Le Coq, Valentine Teisseire, Roger Souza

Escort of Shame
Director: Raphaël Delpard
Documentary

Rabbi Jacob (Musical)
Director: Jean-Louis Machu
Cast: Eric Métayer, Marianne James

Occitaniennne, the last love of Chateaubriand
Line-up

In production

SLEEPLESS NIGHT
Director: Frédéric Jardin
Cast: Tomer Sisley
Producer: Chic Films

In post-production

BORDERLINE
Director: Alexandre Coffre
Cast: François Damiens, Pascale Arbillot, Gilles Cohen
Producer: Quad Productions

Completed

THE SANDMAN, AND THE LOST SAND OF DREAMS
Directors: Jesper Moller, Sinem Sakagolu
Producer: Scopas Medien AG

Animation

LIVING ON LOVE ALONE
Director: Isabelle Czajka
Cast: Pio Marmaï, Anaïs Demoustier
Producer: Agat Films & Cie

Cannes Address
24 La Croisette, 5th Floor

Camille Neel,
Head of International Sales
+33 6 84 37 37 03
Gilles Sousa,
International Sales Executive
+33 6 77 24 85 26

88, rue de la Folie Mérimée
75011 Paris
Tel: +33 1 53 53 52 52
Fax: +33 1 53 53 06 70
www.bacfilms.com
Line-up

In post-production

CRAZY HORSE
Director: Frederick Wiseman

Completed

BRENDAN & THE SECRET OF KELLS
Director: Tomm Moore
Animation

LEBANON
Director: Samuel Maoz
Cast: Yoav Donat, Itay Tiran, Oshri Cohen

Cannes Address
Grand Hôtel, Entrée Le Cormoran,
45 La Croisette, 7th Floor
Tel/Fax: +33 4 93 68 32 98
Line-up

**NUMBER ONE**
Director: Zakia Tahiri  
Cast: Aziz Saadallah, Nezha Rahl, Khadija Assad

**ONZEN THE SOUND OF THE UNIVERSE**  
Documentary

**ONZEN AU THORONET**  
Director: Regis Ghezelbash  
Documentary In HD

Cannes Address
11 avenue Paul Guigou

Anne-Marie Rombourg-Caraco, President,  
+33 6 07 54 33 33

49 avenue Paul Doumer  
75116 Paris  
Tel: +33 1 45 62 49 45  
www.tvfrance-intl.com
Line-up

In post-production

**CARRE BLANC**
Director: Jean-Baptiste Léonetti
Cast: Sami Bouajila, Julie Gayet, Jean-Pierre Andréani
Producers: Solair Films, Tarantula, CSJC CTC Network

Completed

**AMER**
Directors: Hélène Cattet, Bruno Forzani
Cast: Marie Bos, Charlotte Eugène Guibbaud, Cassandra Foret
Producers: Anonymes Films, Tobina Film

**I’M HAPPY THAT MY MOTHER IS ALIVE**
Directors: Claude & Nathan Miller
Cast: Vincent Rottiers, Sophie Cattani, Christine Citti
Producers: Jean-Louis Livi, Jacques Audiard
Acid

INTO OUR OWN HANDS
Director: Mariana Otero
Producer: Archipel 33
Documentary

When their lingerie factory goes bankrupt, the employees—mostly women—attempt to take it over by forming a cooperative. As their project takes shape, they come up against their boss and the reality of the marketplace. Their little enterprise becomes a theater where, in an impish tone, fundamental economic and social issues are played out amidst the bras and panties. Out of their adventure and struggles together comes a new-found freedom.

Market Screenings on invitation only

THE THREEWAY WEDDING
Director: Jacques Doillon
Cast: Pascal Greggory, Julie Depardieu, Louis Garrel, Agathe Bonitzer, Louis-Do de Lencquesaing
Producer: Alfama Films

Playwright Auguste is struggling to get over his wife's departure. To work on his new play, he has invited Stephane, the director, along with the two main comedians. These are Auguste's ex-wife Harriet and her lover Theo. This meeting sparks off a love manipulation game and an unstable sentimental dance, where affection, revenge, domination, attraction and resentment are mixed together with staggering veracity.
**Market Screenings on invitation only**

**DRAW YOURSELF**
Director: Gilles Porte  
Producer: 3B Productions  
*Documentary*

A windowglass tour of the world proposed to children too young yet to read or write; they simply take a place in the frame by drawing a picture of themselves... A right of passage that starts with the first self-portrait and ends with the written word... It’s the story of each and every one of us, of what we once were and of the difficulty of remaining as we once were...

**Line-up**

**In pre-production**

**LA FOLIE ALMAYER**
Director: Chantal Akerman  
Cast: TBD  
Producer: Alfama Films

**In post-production**

**L’OEIL DE L’ASTRONOME**
Director: Stan Neumann  
Cast: Denis Lavant, Elise Caron, Max Baissette de Malglaive  
Producer: Les Films d’Ici

**Completed**

**ANIMAL HEART**
Director: Séverine Cornamusaz  
Cast: Olivier Rabourdin, Camille Japy, Antonio Bull, Alexandra Kamisaris  
Producers: ADR Production, PS. Productions

**LA DANSE, THE PARIS OPERA BALLET**
Director: Frederick Wiseman  
Producers: Idéale Audience, Zipporah Films  
*Documentary*
**HARRAGAS**
Director: Merzak Allouache
Cast: Nabil Asli, Samor El Hakim, Lamia Boussekine
Producers: Libris Films, Baya Films

**ASHES AND BLOOD**
Director: Fanny Ardant
Cast: Ronit Elkabetz, Mark Ruchmann, Abraham Bellaga
Producer: Alfama Films

**AFTER THE DOWNFALL**
Director: Hiner Saleem
Cast: Nazmi Kirik, Yildiz Gültekin, Fehmi Mohammad Salmin
Producers: Agat Films & Cie, Mitos Films

**CAN’T SAY NO**
Director: Iliana Lolic
Cast: Sylvie Testud, Stefano Accorsi, Laurent Stocker
Producer: ADR Productions

**LAND OF MADNESS**
Director: Luc Mouillet
Producer: Les Films d’Ici
*Documentary*

**THE ARRIVALS**
Directors: Claudine Bories, Patrice Chagnard
Producer: Les Films d’Ici
*Documentary*
**Women Are Heroes**

Director: J.R.
Producer: 27.11 Production

The film transports you to Africa, Asia and South America. Working undercover, French artist J.R. transforms streets, buildings, shantytowns, favelas and entire villages into art galleries, forcing viewers to see art that they might not otherwise encounter.

**Rubber**

Director: Quentin Dupieux
Cast: Stephen Spinella, Roxane Mesquida, Wings Hauser, Jack Plotnick
Producer: Realism Films

A group of spectators is watching a mock-projection in the middle of the desert. They make comments on the scenes of the “film” as it is occurring before their eyes: Robert, a tire that has been abandoned in the desert, suddenly comes to life, for no reason.

**Line-up**

**In pre-production**

**Playoff**

Director: Eran Riklis
Cast: Max Riemelt, Hanns Zischler
Producers: Egoli Tossell Film, Topia Communications (2003) Ltd, Fidélité Films

**In production**

**L’Assaut**

Director: Julien Leclercq
Cast: Vincent Elbaz, Grégori Dérangère, Marie Guillard, Mélanie Bérnier
Producer: Labyrinthe Films
**In post-production**

**IN YOUR HANDS**
Director: Lola Doillon  
Cast: Kristin Scott Thomas, Pio Marmaï  
Producer: Origami Films

**Completed**

**LONDON RIVER**
Director: Rachid Bouchareb  
Cast: Sotigui Kouyaté, Brenda Blethyn  
Producer: 3B Production

**CHANGING SIDES**
Director: Pascale Pouzadoux  
Cast: Sophie Marceau, Dany Boon  
Producer: Fidélité Films

**ANYTHING FOR HER**
Director: Fred Cavayé  
Cast: Diane Kruger, Vincent Lindon  
Producer: Fidélité Films

**35 SHOTS OF RUM**
Director: Claire Denis  
Cast: Alex Descas, Mati Diop, Grégoire Colin  
Producer: Soudaine Companie
Jean-Julien Baronnet - CEO
Marie-Laure Montironi – VP Head of International
Pascal Degove – VP Head of International
Cécile Fouché – International Sales
Yohann Comte – International Sales
Eléonore De Prunelé – Head of Acquisitions

137 rue du Faubourg St Honoré
75008 Paris
Tel: +33 1 53 83 03 03
Fax: + 33 1 53 83 03 70
www.europacorp.com

Line-up

Market Screening

PARIS EXPRESS
Director: Hervé Renoh
Cast: Michaël Youn, Géraldine Nakache, Jimmy Jean Louis, Catalina Denis, Didier Flamand
Producers: EuropaCorp, Black Mask Productions, M6 Films

From multicultural Paris to designer Paris, Montmartre to the Champs-Elysées, sleazy sidewalks to high-end galleries... Watch out! Sam the courier is a man on a mission!

In production

A MONSTER IN PARIS
Director: Bibo Bergeron
Cast: Adam Goldberg, Jay Harrington, Danny Huston
Producers: EuropaCorp, Bibo Films, France 3 Cinéma

Animation

THE BOY WITH THE CUCKOO-CLOCK HEART
Directors: Mathias Malzieu, Stéphane Berla
Cast: Mathias Malzieu, Olivia Ruiz, Emily Loizeau, Rossy De Palma

HALLAL POLICE D’ETAT (WORKING TITLE)
Director: Rachid Dhibou
Cast: Eric Judor, Ramzy Bedia
Producers: EuropaCorp, 4 Mecs En Backets Production, 4 Mecs à lunettes Production

In post-production

BOUTS DE FICELLE (WORKING TITLE)
Director: Charles Nemes
Cast: Fred Testot, Guy Lecluyse, Frédérique Bel
Producers: Source Films, Orly Films, EuropaCorp
**LITTLE WHITE LIES**
Director: Guillaume Canet
Cast: François Cluzet, Marion Cotillard, Benoît Magimel
Producers: Les Productions du Trésor, EuropaCorp, Canéo Films, M6 Films

**THE BIG PICTURE**
Director: Eric Lartigau
Cast: Romain Duris, Marina Foïs, Niels Arestrup
Producers: EuropaCorp, TF1 Films

**A VIEW OF LOVE**
Director: Nicole Garcia
Cast: Jean Dujardin, Marie-Josée Croze, Tony Servillo
Producers: EuropaCorp, Les Productions du Trésor, France 3 Cinéma, Pauline’s Angel

**ARTHUR AND THE WAR OF THE TWO WORLDS**
Director: Luc Besson
Cast: Freddie Highmore, Mia Farrow, Selena Gomez
Producers: EuropaCorp, TF1 Films Production, Apipoulai Prod, Avalanche Productions

**Completed**

**THE EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES OF ADELE BLANC-SEC**
Director: Luc Besson
Cast: Louise Bourgoin, Mathieu Amalric, Gilles Lellouche
Producers: EuropaCorp, Apipoulaï Prod, TF1 Films Production

**22 BULLETS**
Director: Richard Berry
Cast: Jean Reno, Kad Merad, Marina Foïs,
Producers: EuropaCorp, TF1 Films Production, Smts, Marie Coline Films
**Directors’ Fortnight**

**LOVE LIKE POISON**  
Director: Katell Quillévéré  
Cast: Clara Augarde, Lio, Michel Galabru  
Producer: Les Films du Bélier

Anna is preparing for her confirmation, but her budding desire for Pierre shakes her faith. She longs to give herself over, body and soul but doesn’t know if it is to God, or something else?

**ILLEGAL**  
Director: Olivier Masset-Depasse  
Cast: Anne Coesens  
Producer: Versus Production

Tania a Russian woman lives illegally in Belgium with her son Ivan. Always on the run, she is constantly scared of police controls until the day she gets arrested. She is put in a detention centre far away from her son who managed to escape when the police arrested Tania. Hoping to get the refugee status she borrows the identity of a friend, but it doesn’t stop the several attempts to expel her from Belgium.

**CLEVELAND VS. WALL STREET**  
Director: Jean-Stéphane Bron  
Producers: Saga Production, Les films Pelléas

On January 11, 2008, the attorney Josh Cohen and his partners are mandated by the city of Cleveland to sue the 21 banks deemed responsible for the real estate foreclosures that have devastated the city. But the Wall Street banks that they attack are trying to avoid going to trial by every means possible and dragging out the case.
**Line-up**

**Completed**

**THE WEDDING CAKE**
Director: Denys Granier-Deferré  
Cast: Jean-Pierre Marielle, Danielle Darrieux, Clémence Poézy  
Producer: 2.4.7 Films

**RAPT**
Director: Lucas Belvaux  
Cast: Yvan Attal, Anne Consigny  
Producers: Agat Film Cie, Diana Elbaum

**FAMILY TREE**
Directors: Olivier Ducastel, Jacques Martineau  
Cast: Guy Marchand, Françoise Fabian, Sabrina Seyvecou  
Producers: Les Films du Lendemain, Maia Cinéma

**L’AMOUR FOU**
Director: Pierre Thoretton  
Cast: Yves Saint-Laurent, Pierre Bergé  
Producer: Les Films du Lendemain  
*Documentary*

**A CAT IN PARIS**
Director: Jean-Loup Felicioli, Alain Gagnol  
Producer: Folimage

**IT BEGINS WITH THE END**
Director: Michael Cohen  
Cast: Michael Cohen, Emmanuelle Béart  
Producer: Les Films du Kiosque

**JOSEPH AND THE GIRL**
Director: Xavier de Choudens  
Cast: Jacques Dutronc, Hafsia Herzi, Aurélien Recoing  
Producers: Christine Gozlan, Pierre Forette, Thierry Wong

**WITH LOVE FROM THE AGE OF REASON**
Director: Yann Samuell  
Cast: Sophie Marceau  
Producer: Nord-Ouest Films

**STUDENT SERVICES**
Director: Emmanuelle Bercot  
Cast: Deborah François  
Producer: Les Films du Kiosque
Hands Up
Director: Romain Goupil
Cast: Valeria Bruni-Tedeschi, Romain Goupil, Linda Doudaeva
Producer: Les Films du Losange

Milana tells us what happened to her 60 years ago in 2009... A pupil in a primary school in Paris and originally from Chechnya, Milana is threatened with deportation. Her friends swear to do all they can to stay together...

Chantrapas
Director: Otar Iosseliani
Cast: David Tarielashvili, Nika Endeladze, Tamuna Karumidze
Producers: Pierre Grise Productions, Sota Cinema Group, Sanguko Films

Nicolas is an artist, a filmmaker in Georgia who merely wants to express himself and whom everyone wishes to reduce to silence. In the face of the “ideologists” determination, Nicolas leaves his homeland for France - the land of freedom and democracy. But the “state of grace” will not last long.

Directors’ Fortnight

Young Girls In Black
Director: Jean-Paul Civeyrac
Cast: Léa Tissier, Elise Lhomeau, Elise Caron
Producer: Les Films Pelléas

Noémie and Priscilla, two teenage girls from working class backgrounds, cultivate the same violence, the same contempt of the world. They are a source of serious concern for family and friends, who sense them capable of going to extremes.

Line-up

In pre-production

De Bon Matin
Director: Jean-Marc Moutout
Cast: Jean-Pierre Darroussin
Producer: Les Films du Losange
In post-production

MORGEN
Director: Marian Crisan
Cast: Hathazi Andras, Yalcin Yilmaz, Elvira Rimbu
Producers: Slot Machine, Mandragora, Katapult Film

KING OF DEVIL’S ISLAND
Director: Marius Holst
Cast: Mikael Persbrandt, Kristoffer Joner
Producers: 4 1/2, Mact Productions

Completed

NENETTE
Director: Nicolas Philibert
Producers: Les Films d’Ici, Forum des Images
Documentary

THE DAY WILL COME
Director: Susanne Schneider
Cast: Katarina Schüttler, Iris Berben, Jacques Frantz
Producers: Wüste Film, Unlimited

THE WHITE RIBBON
Director: Michael Haneke
Cast: Ulrich Tukur, Christian Friedel, Susanne Lothar
Producers: X-Filme, Wega Film, Les Films du Losange, Lucky Red

FATHER OF MY CHILDREN
Director: Mia Hansen-Leve
Cast: Louis-Do de Lencquesaing, Chiara Caselli, Alice de Lencquesaing
Producer: Les Films Pelléas

AROUND A SMALL MOUNTAIN
Director: Jacques Rivette
Cast: Jane Birkin, Sergio Castellitto
Producer: Pierre Grise Productions

THE KING OF ESCAPE
Director: Alain Guiraudie
Cast: Ludovic Berthillot, Hafsia Herzi, Luc Palun
Producer: Les Films du Worso

MARCHING BAND
Director: Claude Miller
Producers: Les Films de la Boissière, Can & Co Productions
Documentary
Completed

MADÉMOISELLE MUMU (AKA MUMU)

Director: Joël Seria
Cast: Sylvie Testud, Jean François Balmer, Antoine de Caunes
Producer: Berfilms France

Cannes Address
France Télévisions – Le Majestic

Mademoiselle Mumu

«Le Barjac» 1, boulevard Victor
75015 Paris
Tel: +33 1 56 22 90 00
Fax: +33 1 56 22 90 90
www.francetv.com
**Directors’ Fortnight (Opening Film)**

**BENDA BILILI!**

Directors: Renaud Barret, Florent De La Tullaye  
Producers: Screenrunner, La Belle Kinoise, O.L. Roduction, Studio 37  

The incredible adventure of a bunch of underdogs, from the streets of Kinshasha to the Festival de Cannes!

**Line-up**

**Completed**

**WANDERING STREAMS**  
Director: Pascal Rabaté  
Cast: Daniel Prévost, Bulle Ogier, Hélène Vincent, Philippe Nahon  
Producers: Loin derrière l’Oural, F Comme Film

**MAMMUTH**  
Directors: Benoît Delépine, Gustave Kervern  
Cast: Gérard Depardieu, Yolande Moreau, Isabelle Adjani  
Producers: GMT Productions, No Money Production

Peter Danner, Sales & Acquisitions, +33 6 74 49 33 40  
Mathieu Robinet, Sales & Acquisitions, +33 6 50 72 78 03  
Kunal De Souza, Sales & Festivals Coordinator, +33 6 27 42 23 62  
Emmanuelle Zinggeler, Pr Coordinator, +33 6 07 84 66 06

**Cannes Address**  
17 Square Mérimée, 2nd Floor  
Tel: +33 4 93 38 05 84  
Fax: +33 4 93 38 05 96

4 bis rue Saint-Sauveur  
75002 Paris  
Tel: +33 1 40 13 05 86  
Fax: +33 1 42 33 34 99  
www.funny-balloons.com
Line-up

In pre-production
MINUSCULE
Directors: Thomas Szabo, Hélène Giraud
Producer: Futurikon
Stereoscopic 3D animated feature film

Completed
DRAGON HUNTERS
Directors: Guillaume Ivernel, Arthur Qwak
With the voice of Forest Whitaker
Animation
Market Screenings

Fair is Fair
Director: Isabelle Mergault
Cast: Daniel Auteuil, Medeea Marinescu, Sabine Azéma
Producers: Gaumont, Thelma Films

After You Are So Handsome & The Merry Widow, the new comedy by Isabelle Mergault

Best Friends Forever
Director: Julien Rambaldi
Cast: Marc Lavoine, Pierre-François Martin-Laval, Léa Drucker, Pascale Arbillot
Producers: Gaumont, Karé Productions

Only a few miles to go and you’ll be there: a weekend in the countryside with your best pals, your real, lifelong buddies!
The ones who really love you.
The ones you have complete trust in.
The ones who understand you and who always tell you the truth.
And above all, the ones who badmouth you without realizing they pressed "Redial" on their phone.

The Roundup
Director: Rose Bosch
Cast: Mélanie Laurent, Jean Reno, Raphaëlle Agogué, Gad Elmaleh
Producers: Gaumont, Légende Films

Paris, July 16th 1942, 4am...
SPHINX
Director: Nicolas Boukhrief
Cast: Cécile de France, Fred Testot, Julien Boisselier
Producers: Gaumont, Les Films Du Worso

Officers by day and dealers by night, Simon and Julie work their way up the drug cartel’s chain of command to a new and dangerous line of designer amphetamines known on the street as sphinx.

LAST NIGHT
Director: Massy Tadjedin
Cast: Keira Knightley, Sam Worthington, Eva Mendes, Guillaume Canet
Producers: Gaumont, Nick Wechsler Productions

A married couple are apart for a night when the husband takes a business trip with a colleague to whom he’s attracted. While he’s away, his wife encounters her past love.

SPLICE
Director: Vincenzo Natali
Cast: Adrien Brody, Sarah Polley
Producers: Gaumont, Copperheart Entertainment

Clive and Elsa are young, brilliant and ambitious. The new animal species they engineered have made them rebel superstars of the scientific world. In secret, they introduce human DNA into the experiment. The result is something that is greater than the sum of its parts: a female animal-human hybrid that may be a step up on the evolutionary ladder.
**TWELVE**
Director: Joel Schumacher  
Cast: Chace Crawford, Emma Roberts, Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson  
Producers: Gaumont, Radar Pictures, Original Media

White Mike has dropped out of school and now sells drugs to rich, spoiled teenagers in Upper East Side of Manhattan. Everything changes when Mike’s cousin is brutally murdered and his best friend arrested for the crime. A chilling tale of urban adolescence, mixed up with drug, sex and violence.

**Line-up**

**In post-production**

**IN GOLD WE TRUST**
Director: Eric Besnard  
Cast: Audrey Dana, Clovis Cornillac, Claudio Santamaria, Patrick Chesnais, Bruno Solo  
Producers: Gaumont, Mandarin Cinéma

**POINT BLANK**
Director: Fred Cavayé  
Cast: Roschdy Zem, Gilles Lellouche, Gérard Lanvin  
Producers: Gaumont, LGM
Critics’ week

COPACABANA
Director: Marc Fitoussi
Cast: Isabelle Huppert, Lolita Chammah, Aure Atika
Producer: Avenue B, Arte France Cinéma, Mars Films

Meet Babou: eccentric, happy-go-lucky, the ultimate free-spirit. Meet Esmeralda: by-the-book, practical, conventional… and Babou's daughter. Real-life mother and daughter Isabelle Huppert and Lolita Chammah star in this bitter-sweet comedy.

Line-up

In pre-production

REBELLION
Director: Mathieu Kassovitz
Producers: Nord-Ouest, Benoît Jaubert, Mnp, Studio 37

MUNE
Directors: Alexandre Heboyane, Benoît Philippon
Producers: Onyx Films, Studio 37

In Production

UPSIDE DOWN
Director: Juan Solanas
Cast: Jim Sturgess, Kirsten Dunst
Producers: Onyx Films, Studio 37

In post-production

RARE EXPORTS: A CHRISTMAS TALE
Director: Jamalri Helander
Cast: Onni Tommila, Per Christian Ellefsen, Tommi Korpela
Producers: Cinet, Pomor Film, Love Streams Agnès B., Davaj Film, Filmcamp, Filmpool Nord

CES AMOURS-LÀ
Director: Claude Lelouch
Cast: Audrey Dana, Laurent Couson, Gilles Lemaire
Producers: Les Films 13, Les Films du Kiosque, Studio 37

FATAL BAZOOKA
Director: Michaël Youn
Cast: Michaël Youn, Vincent Desagnat, Stéphane Rouss
Producers: Légende, Studio 37
SWEET VALENTINE
Director: Emma Luchini
Cast: Vincent Elbaz, Vanessa David, Louise Bourgoin
Producers: Onyx Films, Assise Production, Studio 37

SARAH’S KEY
Director: Gilles Paquet-Brenner
Cast: Kristin Scott Thomas, Mélusine Mayance, Niels Arestrup
Producers: Hugo Productions, Studio 37, TF1 Droits Audiovisuels, France 2 Cinema

ULLALY FOR PI
Director: Benoît Philippon
Cast: Rupert Friend, Clémence Poésy, Sarah Wayne Callies
Producers: Forecast Pictures, Minds Eye Entertainment, Killer Films, Studio 37

THE PRODIGIES
Director: Antoine Charreyron
Producers: Onyx Films, Fidélité Films, Studio 37

Completed

BURIED
Director: Rodrigo Cortes
Cast: Ryan Reynolds
Producers: Versus Entertainment, The Safran Company, Studio 37

HEARTBREAKER
Director: Pascal Chaumeil
Cast: Romain Duris, Vanessa Paradis, Julie Ferrier
Producers: Quad Films, Universal Pictures International, Script Associes, Chaocorp

GAINSBOURG: JE T’AIME... MOI NON PLUS
Director: Joann Sfar
Cast: Eric Elmosnino, Lucy Gordon, Laetitia Casta
Producers: One World Films, Studio 37, Universal Pictures International, France 2 Cinéma, Lilou Films, Xilam Films

THE PIMP
Director: Pascal Bourdiaux
Cast: José Garcia, Gilbert Melki, Carmen Maura
Producers: La Petite Reine, ARP, M6 Films
Official Selection, Cinéma de la Plage

**LA MEUTE**
Director: Franck Richard
Cast: Yolande Moreau, Emilie Dequenne, Benjamin Biolay
Producers: La Fabrique 2, BE-Films (Belgique)

**Line-up**

In pre-production

**I LOVE MY MUM**
Director: Alberto Sciamma
Cast: TBA
Producer: La Fabrique 2

**FUIS-MOI, JE TE SUIS**
Director: Nicolas Poiret
Cast: TBA
Producer: La Fabrique 2

**LIVID**
Directors: Julien Maury, Alexandre Bustillo
Cast: TBA
Producer: La Fabrique 2

Completed

**THELMA, LOUISE AND CHANTAL**
Director: Benoît Pétré
Cast: Jane Birkin, Caroline Cellier, Catherine Jacob
Producers: La Fabrique 2, Studio 37

**HUMANS**
Directors: Pierre-Olivier Thévenin, Jacques-Olivier Molon
Cast: Lorant Deutsch, Sara Forestier, Dominique Pinon, Philippe Nahon
Producers: La Fabrique 2, Iris Production, Vega Films

17, Square Edouard VII
75009 Paris
Tel: +33 1 53 43 51 23
Fax: +33 1 53 43 93 93
Official Selection - Competition

ON TOUR
Director: Mathieu Amalric
Cast: Mathieu Amalric, Mimi Le Meaux, Damien Odoul
Producer: Les Films du Poisson

Joachim, a veteran impresario, has been around the block a few times and his face tells a thousand stories. Traveling with a gaggle of American strippers, he attempts to make his comeback touring a fun and colorful New Burlesque variety show round the highways and byways of France.

Line-up

Market Premiere

CAFÉ DU PONT
Director: Manuel Poirier
Cast: Bernard Campan, Cécile Rebboah, Thomas Durastel
Producers: Recifilms, Axel Films

JUST A BEGINNING
Directors: Jean-Pierre Pozzi, Pierre Barougier
Producer: Ciel de Paris

In post-production

DIGNITAS
Director: Olias Barco
Cast: Benoît Poelvoorde, Virgile Bramly, Aurélien Recoing
Producer: La Parti Production

THE SOLITUDE OF PRIME NUMBERS
Director: Saverio Costanzo
Cast: Luca Marinelli, Alba Rorhwacher, Isabella Rossellini
Producers: Offside, Les Films Des Tournelles

Cannes Address
Lérins
Stand R15
Tel: +33 4 92 99 33 22

Elisabeth Perlié, Head of International Sales,
+33 6 63 86 77 02
Nathalie Jeung, International Sales Agent, +33 6 60 58 85 33
Naomi Denamur, International Library Sales, +33 6 86 83 03 85

5 rue Darcet
75017 Paris
Completed

**MAKING PLANS FOR LENA**
Director: Christophe Honoré  
Cast: Chiara Mastroianni, Jean-Marc Barr, Marina Foïs  
Producer: Why Not Productions

**THE REFUGE**
Director: François Ozon  
Cast: Isabelle Carré, Louis-Ronan Choisy, Melvil Poupaud  
Producers: Claudie Ossard, Chris Bolzli

**THE QUEEN OF CLUBS**
Director: Jérôme Bonnell  
Cast: Malik Zidi, Florence Loiret-Caille, Jean-Pierre Darroussin  
Producer: Gloria Films

**THE HIGH LIFE**
Director: Emmanuel Salinger  
Cast: Laurent Capelluto, Michel Boujenah, Hélène Fillières  
Producer: Les Films du Poisson

Café du pont
**Official Selection - Closing Film**

**THE TREE**  
Director: Julie Bertuccelli  
Cast: Charlotte Gainsbourg, Marton Csokas  
Producers: Les Films du Poisson, Taylor Media, Screen Australia, Tatfilm Produktion

After the sudden loss of her father, 8-year-old Simone shares a secret with her mother Dawn: her father whispers to her through the leaves of the magnificent tree by their house. Simone is convinced that he’s come back to protect her family. Soon, Simone’s three brothers and Dawn also take comfort in the reassuring tree. But the new bond between mother and daughter is threatened when Dawn starts dating George. Simone moves into the treehouse and refuses to come down. With branches infiltrating the house and roots destroying the foundations, the tree seems to be siding with Simone. Dawn refuses to let the tree take control of her family...

**Official Selection - Out of Competition**

**BLACK HEAVEN**  
Director: Gilles Marchand  
Cast: Louise Bourgoin, Grégoire Leprince-Ringuet, Melvil Poupaud  
Producers: Haut et Court, Versus, Coficup

**Line-up**

**TEHROUN**  
Director: Nader T. Homayoun  
Cast: Ali Ebdali, Sara Bahrami, Farzin Modades  
Producers: Alias Films, Avenue B Productions

**In post-production**

**THINK GLOBAL, ACT RURAL**  
Director: Coline Serreau  
Producer: Cinemao

---

Cannes Address  
Riviera E8, Cannes

---

Emilie Georges, Managing Director,  
+33 6 62 08 83 43  
emilie@memento-films.com  
Tanja Meissner,  
Head of International Sales,  
+33 6 22 92 48 31  
tanja@memento-films.com  
Nicholas Kaiser, TT & Video Sales,  
+33 6 62 55 84 16  
nicholas@memento-films.com  
Marion Klotz, Festivals,  
+33 6 88 82 68 92  
marion@memento-films.com  
Alexandre Mallet-Guy, Managing Director - French Distribution,  
+33 6 13 54 31 17  
alexandre@memento-films.com  
Franck Salaun, Head Of Programming And Acquisitions France, +33 6 08 90 38 34  
kranck@memento-films.com

9, cité Paradis  
75010 Paris  
Tel: +33 1 53 34 90 20  
Fax: +33 1 42 47 11 24  
www.memento-films.com
Juliette Schrameck, Head of International Sales and
Acquisitions, +33 6 86 43 07 52
Matthieu Giblin, Senior
International Sales Executive,
+33 6 14 09 93 18
Dorothée Pfistner, Sales and
Marketing Executive,
+33 6 32 65 76 19
Manlin Sterner, Marketing and
Festivals Manager,
+33 6 63 76 31 13

Official Selection - Competition
CERTIFIED COPY
Director: Abbas Kiarostami
Cast: Juliette Binoche, William Shimell
Producers: MK2, Bibi Film

It’s a universal story, that of the meeting between one
man and one woman, in a small Italian village in
Southern Tuscany. The man is a British author. The
woman, from France, owns an art gallery. In a way it’s
the story of Adam and Eve. A common story that could
happen to anyone, anywhere.

Market Sreening
WHITE AS SNOW
Director: Christophe Blanc
Cast: François Cluzet, Louise Bourgoin, Olivier Gourmet
Producer: Blue Monday

Maxime’s car dealership is booming and his young wife
is drop dead gorgeous. His glamorous life changes
when his partner is found murdered and he is
threatened with the worst unless he pays the victim’s
debs. With no one else to turn to, he calls upon his
scheming band of brothers for help.

Line-up
In pre-production
THE FAIRY
Directors: Fiona Gordon, Dominique Abel, Bruno Romy
Cast: Fiona Gordon, Dominique Abel
Producers: Courage Mon Amour, MK2

In post-production
STRETCH
Director: Charles de Meaux
Cast: Nicolas Cazalé, Fan Bing Bing, David Carradine
Producers: MK2, Anna Sanders Film
**BLACK VENUS**
Director: Abdellatif Kechiche
Cast: Yahima Torres, André Jacobs, Olivier Gourmet
Producer: MK2

**HOLIDAY**
Director: Guillaume Nicloux
Cast: Jean-Pierre Darroussin, Josiane Balasko, Judith Godrèche
Producer: Les Films de Worso

**NOBODY ELSE BUT YOU**
Director: Gérald Hustache-Mathieu
Cast: Sophie Quinton, Jean-Paul Rouve
Producer: Dharamsala

**Completed**

**GOING SOUTH**
Director: Sébastien Lifshitz
Cast: Yannick Renier
Producer: Ad Vitam

**SNOW WHITE**
Director: Angelin Preljocaj
Cast: Nagisa Shirai, Sergio Diaz, Céline Galli
Producer: MK2

**THE DAY GOD WALKED AWAY**
Director: Philippe Van Leeuw
Cast: Ruth Nirere
Producers: Artémis, Les Films du Mogho

**PERSECUTION**
Director: Patrice Chéreau
Cast: Romain Duris, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Jean-Hugues Anglade
Producer: Move Movie
**Market Screenings**

**BUS PALLADIUM**
Director: Christopher Thompson  
Cast: Marc-André Grondin, Arthur Dupont, Géraldine Pailhas  
Producer: LGM Cinema

A French rock band, regular performer on famous Parisian stages like the Bus Palladium, is torn apart between its two charismatic leaders and their common loved interest. One is asking himself questions about his future and tries to pursue his studies in spite of a dawning success. The other wants to immerse himself totally into music, risking to face his own demons.

**TURK’S HEAD**
Director: Pascal Elbé  
Cast: Roshdy Zem, Pascal Elbé, Ronit Elkabetz  
Producer: Aliceleo

A young boy puts himself in an inextricable situation when he severely hurts a doctor visiting a patient in a parisian suburb but then saves his life.

**THELMA LOUISE AND CHANTAL**
Director: Benoît Pétré  
Cast: Jane Birkin, Catherine Jacob, Caroline Cellier  
Producer: La Fabrique de Films

3 women join forces to attend the wedding of their common ex. In the vein of *Calendar Girls*, *Thelma and Louise*, but it’s all about having fun, no suicide at the end!

**FIVE BROTHERS**
Director: Alexandre Arcady  
Cast: Patrick Bruel, Vincent Elbaz, Pascal Elbé  
Producer: Alexandre Films

Five brothers, who resemble each other and who are yet different, raised by a mother who became a widow far too early. One of the brothers has distanced himself from the family. When he reappears, chased by a trafficking gang, he takes refuge among his family and reveals a secret. Together the five will find the energy needed to defend themselves and the way to avenge the memory of their murdered father.
Line-up

In production

A GREEK SUMMER
(NICOSTRATOS THE PELICAN)
Director: Olivier Horlait
Cast: Emir Kusturica
Producer: Alain Grand Gérard

In post-production

HIS MOTHER’S EYES
Director: Thierry Klifa
Cast: Catherine Deneuve, Géraldine Pailhas, Nicolas Duvauchelle
Producer: LGM CINEMA

TWO THE PRICE OF ONE
Director: Serge Gisquière
Cast: Carole Bouquet, Julie Depardieu
Producer: Chapter 2

MEETING WITH AN ANGEL
Directors: Yves Thomas, Sophie de Daruvar
Cast: Sergi Lopez, Isabelle Carré, Maya Sansa
Producer: Mon Voisin Productions

Completed

THE FRENCH KISSERS
Director: Riad Sattouf
Cast: Anthony Sonigo, Vincent Lacoste
Producer: Les Films des Tournelles

EXCUSE MY FRENCH
Director: Gabriel Julien-Lafférière
Cast: Rachida Brakni, Denis Podalydès, Samy Seguir
Producer: Miroir Magique
Market Screenings

CAMPING II
Director: Fabien Onteniente
Cast: Franck Dubosc, Richard Anconina, Claude Brasseur,
Mathilde Seigner, Antoine Duléry, Mylène Demongeot
Producers: Patrice Ledoux

ALL THAT GLITTERS
Directors: Géraldine Nakache, Hervé Mimran
Cast: Leïla Bekhti, Géraldine Nakache, Virginie Ledoyen
Producers: Aïssa Djabri, Farid Lahouassa

OCEANS
Directors: Jacques Perrin, Jacques Cluzaud
Producers: Jacques Perrin, Nicolas Mauvernay

In production (Promo Screenings)

NOTHING TO DECLARE
Director: Dany Boon
Cast: Benoît Poelvoorde, Dany Boon, Christel Pedrinelli,
Joachim Ledeganck
Producer: Jérôme Seydoux

TITEUF THE FILM
Director: Zep
Voices: Donald Reignoux, Zabou Breitman, Sam Karmann,
Mélanie Bernier, Jean Rochefort, Maria Pacôme,
Jean-Luc Bideau, Michaël Lonsdale
Producers: Benoît di Sabatino, Christophe di Sabatino

Line Up

MIRAL
Director: Julian Schnabel
Cast: Hiam Abbas, Freida Pinto, Yasmine Al Massri,
Rubá Blal, Alexander Siddig, Omar Metwally,
Stella Schnabel, Willem Dafoe, Vanessa Redgrave
Producer: Jon Kilik
THE ITALIAN
Director: Olivier Baroux
Cast: Kad Merad, Valerie Benguigui, Roland Giraud, Sid Ahmed Agoumi
Producer: Richard Grandpierre

Completed

WELCOME TO THE SOUTH
Director: Luca Miniero
Cast: Claudio Bisio, Alessandro Siani, Angela Finocchiaro, Valentina Lodovini
Producers: Riccardo Tozzi, Giovanni Stabilini, Marco Chimenz, Francesca Longardi

WOLF
Director: Nicolas Vanier
Cast: Nicholas Brioudes, Pom Klementieff, Min Man Ma
Producer: Jean-Pierre Bailly

FAREWELL
Director: Christian Carion
Cast: Guillaume Canet, Emir Kusturica, Alexandra Maria Lara, Fred Ward, David Soul, Willem Dafoe
Producers: Christophe Rossignon, Bertrand Faivre, Philip Boeffard

TREASURE
Directors: Claude Berri, Francois Dupeyron
Cast: Alain Chabat, Mathilde Seigner, Fanny Ardant, Isabelle Nanty, Stephane Freiss
Producer: Claude Berri

TO PROTECT AND SERVE
Director: Eric Lavaine
Cast: Kad Merad, Clovis Cornillac, Carole Bouquet
Producers: Francois Cornuau, Vincent Roget

Cannes Address
Apartment 4A/E, Ibis Block Residences du Grand Hotel
Tel: +33 4 93 39 89 30
Fax: +33 4 93 39 78 47

In London
6 Ramillies Street
London
W1F 7TY
Tel: +44 207 323 5151
Fax: +44 207 631 3568
sales@patheinternational.com
www.patheinternational.com
PTZ INTERNATIONAL

Perrine Tézé, CEO,
+33 6 63 37 1504
perrine@ptz-international.com

Cannes Address
Majestic Hotel suite 652

95 rue de Rennes
75006 Paris
Tel: +33 1 45 442515

Line-up

In production

MILLIGRAMS OF HAPPINESS
Director: Olivier Gondry
Cast: Benjamin Biolay, Elodie Bouchez, Olivia Bonamy
Producer: Christophe Mazodier

In pre-production

THE NAZI OFFICER'S WIFE
Director: Barthélémy Grossmann
Cast: Noomi Rapace, Mads Mikkelsen
Producers: Laurent Zilber, Dan Maag
Official Selection - Competition

A SCREAMING MAN
Director: Mahamat-Saleh Haroun
Cast: Youssouf Djaoro, Diouc Koma, Emil Abossolo M'bo
Producer: Florence Stern

Present-day Chad. Adam, sixty something, a former swimming champion, is pool attendant at a smart N’Djamena hotel. When the hotel gets taken over by new Chinese owners, he is forced to give up his job to his son Abdel. Terribly resentful, he feels socially humiliated. The country is in the throes of a civil war. Rebel forces are attacking the government. The authorities demand that the population contribute to the “war effort”, giving money or volunteers old enough to fight off the assailants. The District Chief constantly harasses Adam for his contribution. But Adam is penniless; he only has his son...

Official Selection - Out of Competition

NOSTALGIA FOR THE LIGHT
Director: Patricio Guzman
Producer: Renate Sachse
Documentary

In Chile, at three thousand metres altitude, astronomers from all over the world gather together in the Atacama desert to observe the stars. The desert sky is so translucent that it allows them to see right to the boundaries of the universe. It is also a place where the harsh heat of the sun keeps human remains intact: those of the mummies, explorers and miners. But also the remains of the dictatorship’s political prisoners. Whilst the astronomers examine the most distant galaxies in search of probable extraterrestrial life, at the foot of the observatories a group of women are digging through the desert soil in search of their disappeared relatives...
DEAR PRUDENCE
Director: Rebecca Zlotovski
Cast: Léa Seydoux, Anaïs Demoustier, Agathe Schlencker
Producer: Frédéric Jouve

Prudence Friedmann, 17, is suddenly alone and adrift in the family apartment. She meets Marilyne, a high school misfit who introduces her to the illegal race circuit of Rungis where souped-up mopeds and muscle bikes race against each other, undaunted by danger. Fascinated by Reynald, Franck and the other guys from the Rungis clique, Prudence tries to find a place for herself by passing off her loneliness as freedom.

LINE-UP

IN POST-PRODUCTION

JIMMY RIVIÈRE
Director: Teddy Lussi-Modeste
Cast: Béatrice Dalle, Guillaume Gouix, Hafsia Herzi
Producer: Kazak Productions

ANGÈLE ET TONY
Director: Alix Delaporte
Cast: Clotilde Hesme, Grégory Gadebois
Producer: Les Films du Lionceau

COMPLETED

THE TIME OF THE CHARITY FÊTE IS OVER
Director: Frédéric Chignac
Cast: Stéphane Guillon, Aïssa Maiga, Ali Monzanza
Producer: Jean-François Lepetit

THE STRING
Director: Mehdi Ben Attia
Cast: Claudia Cardinale, Antonin Stahly, Salim Kechiouche
Producer: Farès Ladjimi
**Line-up**

**In pre-production**

**2 DAYS IN NEW YORK**
Director: Julie Delpy  
Cast: Julie Delpy  
Producer: Polaris Films Productions

**In post-production**

**PREY**
Director: Antoine Blossier  
Cast: Grégoire Colin, François Levantal, Bérénice Bejo  
Producers: Quasar Pictures, Polaris Film Productions

**Completed**

**THE GAME OF DEATH**
Director: Thomas Bornot  
Cast: Tania Young, Laurent Ledoyen, Denis Loubaton  
Producer: Christophe Nick

---

**Sébastien Chesneau**  
Head of International Sales  
sebastien.chesneau@rezofilms.com  
+33 6 21 71 39 11

**Delphyne Besse**  
International Sales  
delphyne.besse@rezofilms.com  
+33 6 72 72 91 93

**Laurent Danielou**  
Acquisitions & Production  
laurent.danielou@rezofilms.com  
+33 6 64 20 91 60

---

**Cannes Adress**
21 rue des Etats-Unis  
Tel: +33 4 93 39 98 31

---

29, rue du Faubourg Poissonnière  
75009 Paris  
Tel: +33 1 42 46 46 30  
Fax: +33 1 42 46 40 82  
www.rezofilms.com
ROISSY FILMS

Cannes Classic

THE TIN DRUM (DIRECTOR'S CUT)
Director: Volker Schlöndorff
Cast: David Bennent, Angela Winkler, Katharina Thalbach

Oskar, born in Danzig in 1924 is an incredibly precocious child. At age three, he puts an abrupt end to his physical development by throwing himself down a flight of stairs. On his little drum, which never leaves his side, Oscar beats out the pulse of events that were to rattle Germany and the world to its core. Because the running time of the film Volker Schlöndorff had envisaged exceeded that stipulated in the initial distribution agreement, he had to cut it down by half an hour. The remastered director's cut presents for the first time the film he had originally intended to make.

Line-up

NO AND ME
Director: Zabou Breitman
Cast: Nina Rodriguez, Julie-Marie Parmentier, Antoine Chalon

THE LONG FALLING
Director: Martin Provost
Cast: Yolande Moreau, Arthur Dupont, Edith Scob

IF YOU DIE, I'LL KILL YOU! (WORKING TITLE)
Director: Hiner Saleem
Cast: Jonathan Zaccaï, Golshifteh Farahani, Bile Demirtas

A BOTTLE IN THE GAZA SEA
Director: Thierry Binisti
Cast: Agathe Bonitzer, Mahmud Shalaby, Hiam Abbass

SISTER SMILE
Director: Stijn Coninx
Cast: Cécile de France, Sandrine Blancke, Chris Lomme
Producers: Eric Heumann, Marc Sillam

Cannes Address
35 la Croisette

Raphaël Berdugo, Managing Director, +33 6 73 68 26 16
Yohann Comte, Head of sales new films, +33 6 11 09 02 34
Directors’ Fortnight

**Lily Sometimes**
Director: Fabienne Berthaud  
Cast: Diane Kruger, Ludivine Sagnier, Denis Menochet  
Producer: Le Bureau

Lily is like no other girl. Uninhibited and free-spirited, she lives in the moment and allows no one to tell her what to do. She has her own world in which she lives in harmony with Nature. Her elder sister, Clara, had left home a long time ago to get married and live her life in a big city. When their mother dies, Clara has to come back home to manage the inheritance and her little sister Lily, who is unable to take care of herself. Bucolic scenery, liberating fantasies and sisterly love will help these very different characters find their path to happiness...

**Market Screenings**

**Djinns/Stranded**
Director: Hugues Martin  
Cast: Thierry Frémont, Cyril Raffaelli, Aurélien Wiik  
Producers: Delante Films, Karé Production

The North African desert of the Sahara - 1960. Soldiers are sent in a rescue mission in the desert. Isolated and trapped in a sand storm, they run into Algerian rebels. As they seek shelter in an uncharted village another, invisible threat comes out from the desert - The Djinns. As their ranks are decimated, they’ll face the longest night of their lives.

**The Counsel**
Director: Cédric Anger  
Cast: Benoît Magimel, Eric Caravaca, Gilbert Melki  
Producer: Sunrise Films

Leo a young, ambitious attorney, is approached by Paul Vanoni, a businessman involved in the mob, for a job. First reluctant and troubled by Vanoni’s past, Leo eventually accepts. Tangled in a deadly scheme, he’ll have to find a way to protect his family, his job...his life.
In production

SERVICE ENTRANCE
Director: Philippe Le Guay
Cast: Fabrice Luchini, Sandrine Kiberlain, Carmen Maura
Producer: Vendôme Production

In post-production

TERRITORIES
Director: Olivier Abbou
Producer: Capture [The Flag] Films

Completed

JUST THE THREE OF US
Director: Renaud Bertrand
Cast: Emmanuelle Béart, Stefano Accorsi, Jacques Gamblin, Audrey Dana
Producer: Babe Films
**Official Selection - Competition**

**THE PRINCESS OF MONTPENSIER**
Director: Bertrand Tavernier  
Cast: Mélanie Thierry, Lambert Wilson, Gaspard Ulliel, Grégoire Leprince-Ringuet

France, 1562. Marie de Mézières, a beautiful young aristocrat, and Henri de Guise, one of the kingdom’s most intrepid heroes, are in love, but Marie’s father promises her hand in marriage to the Prince of Montpensier...

**OUTSIDE THE LAW**
Director: Rachid Bouchareb  
Cast: Jamel Debbouze, Sami Bouajila, Roschdy Zem

The conflicting destinies of three brothers during the struggle for Algerian independence in Paris. From the director and cast of DAYS OF GLORY (Academy Award nomination and Cannes Best Actor Award to the male ensemble cast)

**Official Selection - Out of Competition**

**CARLOS**
Director: Olivier Assayas  
Cast: Edgar Ramirez

Award-winning director Olivier Assayas tells the story of the terrorist who struck fear into the world, starring Edgar Ramirez.

---

**International Sales**
Harold Van Lier, +33 6 09 95 37 78
Marie Boudier, +33 6 03 95 98 67
Tahereh Khazraï, +33 6 18 39 06 64
Anna Marsh, + 33 6 21 85 74 93
François Mergier, +33 6 13 38 14 62

**International Marketing**
Shyama Friedenson, +33 6 10 20 23 31
Pascale Hornus, +33 6 03 64 50 99
Emilie Martel, +33 6 09 84 13 40
Caroline Safir, +33 6 12 68 59 54

---

**Cannes Address**
Riviera H5
Tel: + 33 4 92 99 32 14
Line-up

In post-production

BEYOND SUSPICION
Director: Gabriel Le Bomin
Cast: Laura Smet, Marc-André Grondin, Charles Berling

Completed

MY AFTERNOONS WITH MARGUERITTE
Director: Jean Becker
Cast: Gérard Depardieu, Gisèle Casadesus

THE PERFECT DATE
Directors: Dominique Farrugia, Arnaud Lemort
Cast: Clovis Cornillac, Virginie Efira, Manu Payet

Territories
Un Certain Regard

LIGHTS OUT
Director: Fabrice Gobert
Cast: Jules Pelissier, Ana Girardot, Serge Riaboukine
Producer: 2.4.7. Films

March 1992, in a small town in the suburbs of Paris. During an alcohol fuelled party, teenagers discover a body hidden in the bushes of a forest. A body that seems lifeless. Two weeks earlier, Simon, a 16 year-old teenager, has not shown up for class. Blood stains are found in a class-room. Run-away, kidnap, suicide, murder?

A few days later, Laetitia, a student from the same class goes missing without her parents knowing where she has gone. A young girl with no dark background or connection to Simon. The next day, Jean-Baptiste, a third student, also disappears. Rumors start to spread. The psychosis begins...

Critics’ Week

THE NAME OF LOVE
Director: Michel Leclerc
Cast: Sara Forestier, Jacques Gamblin
Producers: Karé Productions, Delante Films

Her father is from Algeria; his mother is a Jew. She’s a free spirit, he’s a complete square. She’s provocative, he is discreet. She’s shameless; he carries several generations’ worth of guilt on his shoulders. She doesn’t hesitate to use sex to turn conservatives into liberals; he is a one woman man. Bahia Benmahmoud and Arthur Martin are as different as two people can be. So when they fall in love, sparks fly...
**Market Screenings**

**AO, THE LAST NEANDERTHAL**  
Director: Jacques Malaterre  
Cast: Simon Paul Sutton, Aruna Shields  
Producer: UGC YM

The epic adventures of Ao, the last Neanderthal, and his passionate encounter with the beautiful Aki, one of the few Homo-Sapiens to accept and come to love him for what he is. A wonderful hunter, Ao must survive and then battles with terrifying animals of a lost world into savage landscapes. He also protects his family from the most dramatic natural phenomena. But the biggest danger is the “Hyena-Men”, clan of the Homo Sapiens that are out to kill him and his species.

**LOVE CRIME**  
Director: Alain Corneau  
Cast: Ludivine Sagnier, Kristin Scott Thomas  
Producer: SBS Films

Isabelle works under Christine. They think alike. They are quite different. They might be lovers. But Christine takes credit for Isabelle’s brilliant ideas. A struggle ensues between these two attractive and powerful women, the two top executives in the French office of an American multinational. Christine has the upper hand and no mercy. Humiliated and nearly destroyed, Isabelle begins to plot her revenge. Imaginative and thorough, calculating and exact, Isabelle makes an outstanding murderer. Every strange, seemingly haphazard thing she does - including a sudden drug dependence and wandering aimless in the rain - is part of her plan to kill. And get away with it.

**IMOGENE Mc CARTHERY**  
Directors: Alexandre Charlot, Franck Magnier  
Cast: Catherine Frot, Lambert Wilson, Michel Aumont  
Producer: UGC YM
Imogene McCarthey is a Scottish redhead who likes rugby, bagpipes and whisky. She lives in London but regards herself as in exile. On this beautiful day in May 1962, Imogene, who is a secretary at the Admiralty, has just humiliated her superior again. This makes one scene too many. In the office of the big boss, Sir Woolish, Imogene is expecting to be dismissed… Against all odds, she is entrusted with a secret mission: to take the plans of a new war plane to a contact in... her home town in Scotland!

What a coincidence! What a sign of fate! Imogene as a secret agent… Here is an opportunity for her to show the damned English a thing or two.

**CAGED**
Director: Yann Gozlan
Cast: Zoé Felix, Arié Elmaleh, Éric Savin
Producer: Sombrero Films

Somewhere in Eastern Europe. Carole is a young nurse with a humanitarian aid group that has reached the end of its mission in Kosovo. But just then, the young woman and her two colleagues are kidnapped by strangers for mysterious reasons. Held captive, cared for and kept alive in an oppressive and sinister setting, the three prisoners soon discover with horror what their kidnappers truly have in store for them...

**TRADER GAMES**
Director: Fabrice Genestal
Cast: Gilles Lellouche, Vahina Giocante, Michael Madsen
Producer: Cine Nomine in Coproduction With Caramel And Versus Production

Wall Street, early 2008. Hot young French trader Erwan, realizes that the work of Sybille, a climate researcher, applies to market fluctuations and can be used for financial predictions. He risks testing the theory at the firm for which he works. But, as his superiors don’t give him enough time for positive results to show, Erwan takes a huge loss. He is then fired. With the help of Sybille and a handful of people who believe in him, he launches his own company and starts to win big. Very, very big. Until…
DUMAS
Director: Safy Nebbou
Cast: Gérard Depardieu, Benoît Poelvoorde, Dominique Blanc
Producer: Film Oblige

When Alexandre Dumas and Auguste Maquet, his ghostwriter, are at the summit of their collaboration, Auguste decides to pass himself off as Alexandre in order to seduce Charlotte, a fervent admirer of the great man.

Line up

In pre-production

UNFORGIVABLE
Director: André Téchiné
Cast: André Dussollier, Carole Bouquet, Mélanie Thierry
Producer: SBS FILMS

SILENCE OF LOVE
Director: Philippe Claudel
Cast: Stefano Accorsi, Neri, Clotilde Courau, Anouk Aimée
Producer: UGC YM

In production

THE NIGHT CLERK
Director: Raphael Jacoulot
Cast: Jean-Pierre Bacri, Vincent Rottiers, Ludmila Mikael, Sylvie Testud
Producers: Dominique Besnehard, Michel Feller

In post-production

GAINSBOURG BY GAINSBOURG
Director: Pierre-Henry Salfati
Producer: Zeta Productions in association with Sofica Coficup - A fund operated by Backup Films
THE RABBI’S CAT
Directors: Joann Sfar, Antoine Delesvaux
Producer: Autochenille Production in coproduction with TF1 International

REDEHEADS
Director: Romain Gavras
Cast: Vincent Cassel, Olivier Barthélémy
Producers: 120 Films, Les Chauves-Souris

Completed

MY FATHER’S GUESTS
Director: Anne Le Ny
Cast: Fabrice Luchini, Karin Viard, Michel Aumont
Producer: Move Movie

A SPOT OF BOTHER
Director: Alfred Lot
Cast: Michel Blanc, Miou-Miou, Mélanie Doutey
Producer: UGC YM

CHICAS
Director: Yasmina Reza
Cast: André Dussollier, Emmanuelle Seigner, Carmen Maura
Producer: SBS FILMS

KORKORO (FREEDOM)
Director: Tony Gatlif
Cast: Marc Lavoine, Marie-Josée Croze, James Thiérrée
Producer: Princes Productions

IN THEIR SLEEP
Directors: Caroline and Eric du Potet
Cast: Anne Parillaud, Arthur Dupont, Thierry Frémont
Producer: Delante Films

LUCKY LUKE
Director: James Huth
Cast: Jean Dujardin, Michaël Youn, Daniel Prévost,
Producers: SBS Films, UGC YM
Pam is twenty years old. Her group of girlfriends always finds itself on the couch of the Ranch, the flat she’s sharing with Manon. Occupations their age: talking, drinking, smoking, dancing, but it’s probably alone that Pam will grow up.

**Line-up**

**In pre-production**

**MOBIL HOME**
Director: François Pirot
Producers: Tarantula Belgique, Umedia, Tarantula Luxembourg

**In post-production**

**DEATH FOR SALE**
Director: Faouzi Bensaidi
Cast: Fehd Benchersmi, Mohcine Malizi, Fouad Labiad
Producers: Entre Chien Et Loup, Liaison Cinématographique, Agora Films

**Completed**

**SWEET EVIL**
Director: Olivier Coussemacq
Cast: Pascal Greggory, Anaïs Demoustier, Ludmila Mikaël
Producer: Local Films

---

Frédéric Corvez, Managing Director, +33 6 30 80 31 49
Virginie Devesa, Head of sales and coproductions, +33 6 20 41 11 37
Clément Duboin, Festivals and Production coordinator, +33 6 75 49 88 72
Keiko Funato, Legal and sales, +33 6 29 83 51 08
Eric Schnedecker, Business Development, +33 6 30 72 72 27 - +1 212 203 7008
Margherita Mangione, Festivals and marketing assistant, +33 6 86 41 65 00

**Cannes Address**
Riviera H1

14 rue du 18 Août
93100 Montreuil sous Bois
Tel: +33 1 48 70 46 55
Fax: +33 1 49 72 04 21
www.umedia.fr
Line-up

Completed

GIGOLA
Director: Laure Charpentier
Cast: Lou Doillon, Eduardo Noriega, Marisa Paredes
Producer: Marie-Amélie Production

SEVERN, THE VOICE OF OUR CHILDREN
Director: Jean-Paul Jaud
Producer: J+B Séquences
Documentary

TWO IN THE WAVE
Director: Emmanuel Laurent
Cast: Isild Le Besco
Producer: Films A Trois

OPEN SKY
Director: Ihès Compan
Producer: Mosaïque Films
Co-production partners: Le Hamac Rouge
Documentary

JOURNEY’S END
Director: Jean-François Caissy
Producer: Les Films de l’autre
Documentary

LIKE A DREAM
Director: Marlène Ionesco
Producer: Delange Productions
Documentary

GARIMPEIRO, THE GOLD FOREST
Director: Marc Barrat
Cast: Jimmy Jean-Louis, Tony Mpoudja, Julien Courbe
Producer: Mat Films

MINE
Director: Valérie Minetto
Cast: Mine Barral Vergez, Juliette Gréco, Nicole Croisille
Producer: TS Productions

DOMAINE
Director: Patric Chiha
Cast: Beatrice Dalle, Alain Libolt, Issaïe Sultan
Producer: Aurora Films

In production

APPROVED FOR ADOPTION
Directors: Jung and Laurent Boileau
Producer: Mosaïque Films, Artemis Production
Animation
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**OF GODS AND MEN**

Director: Xavier Beauvois  
Cast: Lambert Wilson, Michael Lonsdale, Olivier Rabourdin, Roschdy Zem, Sabrina Ouazani  
Producer: Why Not Production

A monastery high in the mountains of the Maghreb, some time in the 90s...  
Eight French Cistercian monks live in harmony with their Muslim brothers.  
But violence and terror are slowly taking hold of the region. Despite the ever-growing danger that surrounds them, the monks’ resolve to stay - whatever the cost - grows stronger day by day...

**Un Certain Regard**

**FILM SOCIALISM**

Director: Jean-Luc Godard  
Cast: Catherine Tanvier, Christian Sinniger, Jean-Marc Stehlé  
Producer: Vega Film

A symphony in three movements  
THINGS SUCH AS:  
A Mediterranean cruise. Numerous conversations, in numerous languages, between the passengers, almost all of whom are on holiday...  
OUR EUROPE  
At night, a sister and her younger brother have summoned their parents to appear before the court of their childhood. The children demand serious explanations of the themes of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.  
OUR HUMANITIES.  
Visits to six sites of true or false myths: Egypt, Palestine, Odessa, Hellas, Naples and Barcelona.
**REBECCA H (RETURN TO THE DOGS)**
Director: Lodge Kerrigan  
Cast: Géraldine Pailhas, Pascal Greggory  
Producer: Les Films Du Worso

Rebecca, a fragile, lonely woman, has a passion for Grace Slick, singer in the American group Jefferson Airplane. At the same time, Géraldine Pailhas is preparing for a film with an American director in which she will play Grace Slick. As Rebecca’s passion turns into obsession, and as Géraldine undergoes a profound crisis in her personal life, a strange, deadly link develops between the two young women...

**Special Screening**

**KABOOM**
Director: Gregg Araki  
Cast: Roxane Mesquida, Thomas Dekker Juno Temple, Haley Bennet, James Duval  
Producers: Why Not Productions, Andrea Sperling

A hyper-stylized TWIN PEAKS for the Coachella Generation, featuring a gorgeous, super hot young cast, KABOOM is a wild and sex-drenched horror-comedy thriller that tells the story of Smith, an ambisexual 18-year-old college freshman who stumbles upon a monstrous conspiracy in a seemingly idyllic Southern California seaside town...

**Critics’ Week**

**SOUND OF NOISE**
Directors: Ola Simonsson, Johannes Stjärne Nilsson  
Cast: Bengt Nilsson, Sanna Persson, Anders Jansson  
Producers: Bliss, Dfm Fiktion, Nordisk Film, Wild Bunch

Police detective Amadeus Warnebring was born into a family of illustrious musicians - which is deeply ironic, given that he loathes music with a passion. His life is thrown into chaos when a band of crazy musicians decides to perform a musical apocalypse using the city as their orchestra... Reluctantly, Warnebring embarks on his first musical investigation...
Line-up

In post-production

SECOND CHANCE
Director: Nicolas Cuche
Cast: François-Xavier Demaison, Virginie Efira
Producer: Fidélité Films

POTICHE
Director: François Ozon
Cast: Catherine Deneuve, Fabrice Luchini, Gérard Depardieu, Karin Viard
Producers: Mandarin Cinéma, Scope Pictures

LEILA
Director: Audrey Estrougo
Cast: Leïla Bekhti, Benjamin Siksou, Cécile Cassel
Producer: Fidélité Films

HAPPY FEW
Director: Antony Cordier
Cast: Elodie Bouchez, Marina Foïs, Nicolas Duvauchelle, Roschdy Zem,
Producers: Why Not Productions, France 2 Cinéma

THE CLINK OF ICE
Director: Bertrand Blier
Cast: Jean Dujardin, Albert Dupontel, Anne Alvaro, Myriam Boyer, Audrey Dana, Christa Theret
Producers: Why Not Productions, France 2 Cinéma

FULL TREATMENT
Director: Pierre Salvadori
Cast: Audrey Tautou, Nathalie Baye, Sami Bouajila
Producer: Les Films Pelléas

A DISTANT NEIGHBORHOOD
Director: Sam Garbarski
Cast: Pascal Greggory, Léo Legrand, Jonathan Zaccaï
Producer: Entre Chien Et Loup
**Completed**

**Dog Pound**
Director: Kim Chapiron  
Cast: Adam Butcher, Slim Twig, Shane Kippel, Lawrence Bayne  
Producer: Partizan Films

**Extra Man**
Directors: Shari Springer Berman & Robert Pulcini  
Cast: Kevin Kline, Paul Dano John C. Reilly, Katie Holmes  
Producers: A Likely Story, 3 Arts Production

**Four Lions**
Director: Chris Morris  
Cast: Riz Ahmed, Arsher Ali, Nigel Lindsay, Kayvan Novak  
Producers: Mark Herbert, Derrin Schlesinger

**Immaculate**
Director: Grégoire Vigneron  
Cast: Benoît Magimel, François-Xavier Demaison, Julie Gayet  
Producer: Fidélité Films

**The Revelation Of The Pyramids**
Director: Patrice Pooyard  
Producer: Philippe Fournerie

**Room In Rome**
Director: Julio Medem  
Cast: Elena Anaya, Natasha Yarovenko, Enrico Lo Verso  
Producers: Morena Films, Alicia Produce
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